GGJ-Next: The Global Game Jam for Youth
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ABSTRACT
The Global Game Jam is the world’s largest game jam and until recently was targeting only adults. Considering the potentially significant role of games and game development as educational platforms, the GGJ introduced GGJ-Next for youth in 2018. The report discusses the background, curriculum development, event organization, and lessons learned from the inaugural GGJ-Next and plans for its second year in 2019.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Global Game Jam (GGJ) is an international event organized by the Global Game Jam® Inc. and hosted by partner sites worldwide. During the GGJ, participants have 48 hours to create a game based on a given theme (http://globalgamejam.org). The first GGJ in 2009 was held in 53 locations with 1650 participants. In 2018, these numbers increased to 803 and 42,811 respectively, in 108 countries creating 8,606 games. The significant increase in the popularity of the GGJ is due to various positive outcomes of this event and the diverse group of participants who can enjoy these outcomes [2][7].

Research has shown that programmers, artists, designers, writers, and others interested in games and creative design at all skill levels attend the GGJ [2][7][5] for reasons such as fun, learning, networking, and challenge [2]. Game jams are shown to be effective learning venues [2][6][16]; they can help increase social engagement [8], and inspire design and innovation [11].

While the GGJ has been successful in providing many benefits to its participants [7], it has been generally targeted toward an adult audience. With the increased attention to both game-based learning [10][13][17] and STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math) education [9], and also inspired by initiatives such as Code.org that aim at computer literacy for children (and adults), the Global Game Jam®, Inc. organized the GGJ-Next 2018 – the first game creation challenges for young creators worldwide, ages 12-17. The authors were among the members of the Curriculum Committee for GGJ-Next.

Experiential learning for youth to prepare them for the demands of the 21st-century living, and attract them STEAM education, has been discussed by researchers and practitioners over the last few years [14]. The educational use of technology, and particularly computer games is an active area of research and practice due to the familiarity of the younger generations with modern technologies [1][3]. While playing and making games have been used for educational purposes, and the GGJ and other game creation events have been studied as effective means of education, the GGJ-Next aims to be the first globally organized event that brings all these features together for a younger generation.

The aim for GGJ-Next was to establish a model and curriculum for students anywhere to learn basic game development skills (programming, art and design, storytelling, in combination with communication, collaboration, and planning), as a basis for STEAM education and within the context of an exciting global effort that can bring youth together from different countries and continents. Considering the younger target group, our high-level criteria distinguishing GGJ-Next from regular GGJ were: (1) providing free and rich yet flexible educational content, (2) flexibility in event organization to match the needs and constraints of various schools and organizations.

Partnering with schools and skilled facilitators to deliver the content, we developed a scalable program that can be integrated at large or small levels both in terms of duration and difficulty level. The expected learning outcomes that are the basis of our curriculum development included:
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The Global Game Jam, on the other hand, offers all the advantages of game jams and learning through making games in the context of a worldwide event that brings together different people from different countries and continents, under the same goal, theme, and within the same timeframe. This can be very exciting and encouraging for participants as they feel part of a global community and can exchange ideas and skills at a very large scale.

Despite all these known advantages, there have been very few examples of running game jams for youth at a distributed multi-location level. Examples such as Moveable Game Jams have been mostly a combination of multiple game jams in the same area and with a similar format, as opposed to a centrally organized and globally facilitated event. Also, providing educational content has not been the focus of the game jams in most cases.

3 EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES

As mentioned in Section 2, while many game jams have been organized for youth, none has been at a world-wide scale, as in the case of the GGJ, to take advantage of the global community. This was the initial motivation for a group from within the GGJ community to get together and form the basis of the GGJ-Next to target the younger “next” generation.

One of the first realizations made by the GGJ-Next steering committee was that a game jam targeting youth should have a stronger focus on education and define more explicit learning outcomes. This could help (1) attract partners from schools and governments, and (2) be used as the basis for developing a curriculum and related educational content.

The GGJ-Next learning outcomes were defined in three major categories in the GGJ-Next Curriculum Guide:

- Cognitive Outcomes
  - Logical thinking and problem-solving
  - Meta-cognitive skills and learning to learn (critical, reflective, metacognitive)
  - Creativity and innovation
  - Vocabulary acquisition

- Skill-Based Outcomes
  - STEAM-related skills
    - Programming
    - Math and Physics
    - Art (audio, visual, narrative)
    - Design (game, interaction, interface, story, character, etc.)
  - Research
  - Design Process: Critique, Reflection, and Iteration
  - Planning and Organization
  - Leadership and Teamwork
  - Communication and Collaboration
  - Documentation and Knowledge Organization

- Affective Outcomes
  - Motivation (success stories and possibilities)
  - Exploration (Safe place to fail)
These learning outcomes were then used as the basis of design and development of GGJ-Next educational content and activities.

4 EVENT ROADMAP

After selecting the learning outcomes in early Fall 2017, the organizers planned the following roadmap:

1. Curriculum design. This is done by the GGJ-Next Curriculum Committee in collaboration with other stakeholders.

2. Development of educational material. The GGJ-Next material would primarily target Teachers, Students, and Parents. There would also be some content for partners, sponsors, etc. It was expected that teachers will be the initial target group for content, so they could plan for workshops before and during the actual event. Content suitable for other groups was planned to be added gradually. The educational material would be developed by the worldwide GGJ-Next community and partners such as Code.org. This development was planned to happen during Fall 2017 and Winter 2018.

3. Workshops and other educational activities by teachers and partners prior to the event. Using the provided free educational material, and other sources, the partner schools were encouraged to set up pre-event workshops, generally in the weeks prior to the Jam.

4. Distribution of theme and keynote video in late June 2018. These would be provided to jammers at the start of each local event. Considering the flexible timing of events, secrecy was less strict than the regular GGJ but still recommended.

5. GGJ-Next main event. The main event was scheduled for the month of July 2018, to happen during a week to be decided by the site organizers. Local sites could also use a shorter format such as single-day.

5 EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL

GGJ-Next educational material was created based on our learning objectives and the tasks expected to be performed during the Jam. The curriculum was defined as a series of small modules grouped into the following categories (see Figure 1):

- Introduction to Jamming
- Game Design
- Analog Game Making
- Visual Arts
- Making Digital Games with Visual Tools
- Making Digital Games with Coding/Scripting
- Audio in Games
- Production

Since the inaugural year was primarily aimed at a Minimum Viable Product (MVP), the curriculum topics were the minimum required to cover major topics and allow the learning outcomes to be achieved through collaboration and teamwork. Curriculum content modules were made by a global group of volunteers and partners such as Code.org. This development was planned to happen during Fall 2017 and Winter 2018.

While many modules used a particular technology, the overall curriculum was hardware and software agnostic and did not promote any particular platform. For example, Unity, C/C++, and GameMaker were presented as examples of game development tools, and participants were encouraged to use others such as Scratch and Java.

The MVP curriculum was meant to not only offer material but propose a new framework for delivery of such educational content. This framework included categories, modules, multimedia material, and versions.

![Curriculum categories and related modules](image-url)
6 THE GAME JAM

Running through the month of July, with a flexible schedule for different sites, the GGJ-Next generally included a week of activities by children, mentors, parents, and facilitators, although some sites only had a one-day jam. 39 location in 20 countries joined the first GGJ-Next with over 800 participants (see Figure 2).

All jam site applications were reviewed for experience and ability to work with children, and were required to have proper consent procedure for parents.

The GGJ-Next 2018 theme was Fractals which was provided to site organizers at the beginning of July.

![Figure 2: Jam Map](image)

Out of 38 site organizers who responded to our survey, 25 used the curriculum material and 34 consider using it in future, which shows strong support for our MVP. The total of 84 participants who responded to the survey showed an optimistic point of view towards the learning potentials of the GGJ-Next, with the percentage of positive responses about improvement in skills as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Skill Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 CONCLUSION

This report describes the ideas, process, curriculum, and some results of the inaugural GGJ-Next event. As the first Global Game Jam for youth, GGJ-Next aimed at providing an educational framework for youth in the context of making games. Our goal was to create not just a global event but a comprehensive framework including a free and flexible curriculum aimed primarily at teachers, and an efficient content generation and distribution system.

Early results show that GGJ-Next was successful and has potential in bringing the advantages of the GGJ to the younger generations while offering a more practical learning environment through material specially designed for this purpose.

A review of our process offers the following directions for improvement in 2019:

- Revising videos and making new versions that are shorter and more appropriate for the target audience
- Coordinating the content generation so different versions/platforms have a compatible approach
- Including more supplementary material such as code/asset files, lesson plans, readings, etc.
- Promoting the event earlier on to encourage more sites and participants
- Performing more comprehensive and scientifically designed surveys to allow research on various aspects of the event
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